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Only evil elves known as drow worship Narlathia. She is the fey goddess of enchantment, pain, and 

plunder, also known as the Goddess of Eyes. Spiders are the way the world itself worships her. They 

embody her intricate plans with their webs that glitter with beauty and complexity, then snare and kill. 

She weaves mystic energies as well as divine powers. 

 

Wizards willing to debase themselves and accept the shivering pleasure of her pain are wrapped in her 

etheric strands and paralyzed. Their spirits are partially consumed. After that, survivors can summon and 

manipulate arachnidan energies. Usually, drow are the teachers (though some intelligent spiders will 

teach.) Very seldom do wizards survive this training unless they are drow. Maybe half the survivors 

mutate spider-like features. This is considered a sign of Narlithia’s favor. 

 

 

The reader can automatically find one useful fact about spiders or Narlithian worship. The reader can also 

find descriptions for harvesting and using venom, recipes for spider cooking with digestive acid catalyst, 

and knotwork. The book is also a manual teaching graceful movement for seductive dancing. 

 

 

 Compound Eyes. Rested. Focus action (upgrades to move action). You can see in the dark in your 

arena, and all Awareness tests in your arena or an adjacent arena add your level as a bonus. 

 

 Conjure Web. Rested. Focus action per increment (upgrades to move action). You can generate 1 

meter of rope equivalent per level. Each unit can tie a prisoner to be +3 difficulty to escape. Webbing 

something shut gives it the equivalent of +3 Brawn per unit. Two units can serve as a reach weapon. 

As you gesture in the ether, web coalesces around your hands and takes the shape you desire. The 

webbing lasts for 1 hour, +7 hours if you spend an Awesome Point. 

 

 Ethereal Venom. Rested. Focus action (upgrades to move action). Conjure swirling etheric venom 

around you that flows into any target you can see or touch. The target is automatically hit for 1 

Wound, and takes a -1 to all actions per your level. The venom wears off at the rate of -1 per minute. 

Targets with 0 Wounds who suffer from venom die. You can only use this against a target once a day, 

measured from dusk to dusk. 

 

 Spidermove. Rested. Cast as a free action while moving. Mystical adhesion flows over and around 

you, so you can choose what to stick to and what is frictionless to you. You can move at full speed up 

or down walls, across ceilings, under walkways, and so on. You can also leap across an arena as a 

free move during the movement phase—so you can move twice if one move is a leap, or you can leap 

into an arena then engage in combat. This lasts for one use or minute per level. 

 

 Summon Spiders. Rested. Focus action (upgrades to move action). Take 1 Wound and conjure up 

spiders in a swarm equal to 1 Wound per your Commitment. (Upgrade this talent to summon minion 

spiders. Upgrade it again to summon tough spiders up to 3 Wounds each. Upgrade it again to 

summon monster spiders. Upgraded, this spell allows mixing types, up to total Wounds.) The 

shadows are spidery, and if light shines through their bodies it reveals a weird red tint. 


